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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Best Paths project partners as an account of work carried
out within the framework of the EC-GA contract nº 612748.
Neither Project Coordinator, nor any signatory party of Best Paths Project Consortium
Agreement, nor any person acting on behalf of any of them:
(a) makes any warranty or representation whatsoever, express or implied,
1. with respect to the use of any information, apparatus, method, process, or similar item
disclosed in this document, including merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose, or
2. that such use does not infringe on or interfere with privately owned rights, including
any party's intellectual property, or
3. that this document is suitable to any particular user's circumstance; or
(b) assumes responsibility for any damages or other liability whatsoever (including any
consequential damages, even if Project Coordinator or any representative of a signatory party
of the Best Paths Project Consortium Agreement, has been advised of the possibility of such
damages) resulting from your selection or use of this document or any information, apparatus,
method, process, or similar item disclosed in this document.
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Executive Summary
This report has given an assessment of costs and benefits of Best Paths technologies when
scaled up and deployed Europe-wide, from the perspective of European society. The
assessment consists of a qualitative and a quantitative part.
The first part has described cost and benefit implications from a qualitative point of view, with
emphasis on investment costs. Since Best Paths technologies are in a pre-commercial stage,
reliable numbers for cost implications are necessarily difficult to estimate. The impact of Best
Paths technologies can be divided into four main categories:
•

Investment options – new technologies make new grid investment options available,
such as HVDC lines with higher capacity (super-conducting HVDC), solutions that avoid
strong public/political opposition (AC repowering), and multivendor compatible HVDC
systems.

•

Market power concentration – multivendor inter-operability of HVDC systems is a
key factor for allowing more vendors into the market, allowing less concentration of
market power and better competition, which in turn will give lower investment costs.

•

Risk – demonstration activities contribute to reducing actual and perceived risks
associated with deployment of new technology and is therefore important to make such
investment options financially viable.

•

Marginal improvements – some new technology provide improvements such as better
efficiency or increased transmission capacity without major technology shifts being
involved.

The second part of this report dealt with operational benefits due to reductions in system-wide
cost of generation. In general, deployment of Best Paths technologies contributes to a
strengthening of the electricity grid, allowing better utilisation of renewable energy resources
and other cheap generation alternatives, and giving reduced operational costs. Such reduced
costs are a benefit that should in turn translate to a benefit for European citizens.
Numerical simulation with a power grid/market model were conducted to identify these
operational cost savings, and to assess key differences between a base case or business-asusual case without Best Paths technologies, and a Best Paths scenario including the deployment
of Best Paths technologies. The results indicated annual savings of 1607 MEUR/a with the Best
Paths scenario. Alone, this number of course does not say much, as it must be considered
together with the cost of the required extra investments.
This was done in the final part, where operational savings versus investment costs were
considered by computing break-even costs. This was done by starting from the computed
annual cost saving, and some assumptions about the most important cost parameters, to
identify the range of cost parameters that would make the investments beneficial.
Based on these simulation results and best cost estimates, key performance indicators (KPIs)
are derived and reported in the D13.5 report. A cost benefit assessment of a potential HVDC
upgrade in Italy has been performed within Demo 3. Even though there are methodological
similarities, this assessment is independent of the assessment described in this document. The
assessment of the Demo 3 case is reported in Deliverable D5.10.
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1 Introduction
In this report, the potential benefits and costs of power transmission technologies developed
and demonstrated in the Best Paths project are assessed from the overall European
perspective. The key question being addressed is what European citizens gain from the
technologies being advanced in the project.
This assessment is done with the premise that the demonstrator technologies are replicated,
scaled-up and deployed Europe-wide in accordance with the earlier findings in the project
(D13.1, D13.2, D13.3).
This report is one out of five reports from WP13 Global Impact Analysis in the Best Paths project
•
•
•
•
•

D13.1 Scalability of demonstration results
D13.2 Definition of Best Paths scenario
D13.3 Replicability barriers
D13.4 Cost-Benefit Analysis
D13.5 Key Performance Indicators

The analysis performed is based on a comparison of scenarios with and without Best Paths
technologies: The Best Paths scenario vs. the Business as usual scenario (base case).

1.1 Best Paths project
The Best Paths project develops power transmission technologies to support the transition in
the energy sector required to establish a low-carbon economy and to keep the global average
temperature rise below 2°C.
The integration of decentralised renewable energy sources into the power grid is one of the
principal drivers for investments in electricity infrastructure and offers many opportunities for
the reduction of grid loads and energy losses in transportation. At the same time, grid operators
and the electricity industry are facing major challenges in implementing this complete
transformation of the way electricity is generated and transmitted.
By 2050, most of Europe's electricity will come from renewables and the continent’s
transmission grids will need to be geared to both transporting large quantities of offshore windgenerated electricity and integrating it into micro-grids. For electricity production, wind power
(onshore and offshore) together with photovoltaics will be essential.
The challenge of integrating large volumes of renewable energy into the grid hinges on their
intermittent nature and geographical distribution. Major development of the European grid
infrastructure is thus considered critical to maintaining reliable power supply and bringing
renewable electricity from generation sites to far away consumption sites.
The Best Paths project aims to develop novel network technologies to increase the PanEuropean transmission network capacity and electricity system flexibility.
The project unites expert partners around five large-scale demonstrations to validate the
technical feasibility, costs, impacts and benefits of the tested grid technologies. The focus of
the demonstrations is to deliver solutions to allow for the evolution from High Voltage Direct
Current (HVDC) lines to HVDC grids, to upgrade and repower existing Alternating Current (AC)
parts of the network, and to integrate superconducting high-power DC links within the meshed
AC network.
Innovative technologies developed within the Best Paths project will help to increase efficiency,
flexibility, safety and quality of the European electricity system. Through this, the project
contributes to achieving the 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, and the
Roadmap towards reaching a decarbonised economy by 2050.
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1.2 Best Paths technologies
The Best Paths project aims to advance power transmission technologies and is centred around
five demonstrations. These are summarised in the following.
Offshore wind integration (Demo 1): The aim of this demonstration is to reduce the risks of
HVDC links connecting offshore wind power plants and to foster new suppliers and subsuppliers of HVDC technology. Demo 1 is hosted by SINTEF and focusses on modular multilevel HVDC converters (MMC HVDC) for offshore wind connections, allowing wind power plants
far from shore with minimal transmission losses
Multivendor interoperability (Demo 2): The goal of the demonstration is to outline the
conditions to ensure maximum interoperability for MMC HVDC converters connected to a HVDC
system.
Upgrading multiterminal HVDC links (Demo 3): This demonstration aims to design, develop
and test new technological solutions allowing to upgrade multi-terminal HVDC links. Potential
benefits include the application of VSC converters to unbalanced bipolar HVDC, high-voltage
and deep-sea application of extruded HVDC cables, HTLS conductors for DC application,
improved performance of DC insulators; and reduced outage with improved fault location
methods.
Repowering of AC corridors (Demo 4): Demo 4 objectives are addressed in three parallel subprojects. The first aims to research, analyse and model existing high-temperature low-sag
(HTLS) conductors with a focus on ageing behaviour and determine the benefits of insulated
cross-arms. The second intends to validate all potentials for innovative design and field working
processes, including retrofit process and live line working. The third consists in the development
of a prototype dynamic line rating (DLR) system based on low cost sensors allowing higher
current on overhead lines during most weather conditions.
Superconducting DC links (Demo 5): This demonstration considers prototype-scale validation
of the technical feasibility of integrating DC superconducting cable links within a meshed AC
network. It is representative of superconductor links of up to a few hundred metres in length.
This could reduce barriers such as substation footprint availability and lack of available rights
of way and enable high-load underground connections between urban substations or facilitate
crossing difficult areas such as rivers.

1.3 Limitations of the study
This report is concerned with the cost-benefit impact of Best Paths technologies from the
perspective of European society, i.e. the socio-economic aspect, see Figure 1.1. Since
technologies being studied and tested in the project are in early research and demonstration
stage, cost figures are necessarily uncertain, and a detailed, quantitative cost analysis is not
possible. Hence, implications for investment costs are addressed mostly qualitatively, with the
quantitative assessment focussing on computing operational benefits.
A premise for the work within the WP13 work package, including the study presented here, has
been the use of a common network model based on information provided by ENTSO-E and
common 2030 scenarios built upon it. The detail of the analysis is limited both by the detail
and quality of the network model and the detail of the modelling.
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Figure 1.1: Cost-benefit analysis considers the high-level impact of technologies being advanced in the Best Paths project

2 Methodology
Cost-benefit analysis may be done with different perspectives, depending on who's cost and
who's benefit is of interest. In the present context, three alternatives may be considered:
1. All Best Paths technologies applied Europe-wide in 2030
•

Assesses the overall potential impact of Best Paths technologies

•

Quantifies potential gains to European citizens from the Best Paths project

2. Individual technologies scaled up and replicated Europe-wide
•

Best Paths technologies divided into different groups that are assessed
separately

•

This is similar to the above, but with the benefit contribution from the different
technology groups are identified

3. Individual projects (e.g. a specific line upgrade)
•

Identify impact of individual grid upgrades. This requires detailed information
that is not available. This type of assessment is performed by TSOs in network
planning1.

•

This is neither possible nor very interesting for our study.

In the present study we consider only the first two perspectives, with primary focus on the
first: The aim is to assess the overall impact of Best Paths technologies when deployed Europewide. Nevertheless, to get more detailed insight into the impact of each technology group, their
individual cost-benefit contributions are identified as far as possible, still considering Europewide deployment. A detailed project-by-project assessment requires detailed identification of

1

ENTSO-E Guideline for Cost Benefit Analysis of Grid Development Projects
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candidate investments and detailed input that is not available for our study. This is therefore
not within the scope of the present analysis.
Cost assessment of technologies in research/demonstration phase is difficult as the costs and
potential for cost reduction is not of primary concern in such early stage of product
development. The main aim tends to be the technical feasibility. If the technology works
satisfactory, optimisation and cost reduction is typically the next step. The cost of the
demonstrator technology itself is of limited relevance because of scale and the fact that they
have not been optimised for cost reduction.
The cost assessment is in general done along two tracks: a qualitative and a quantitative
analysis. Brief descriptions of how the cost-benefit analysis has been performed is provided in
the following sections.

2.1 Qualitative analysis
The cost and benefit impact of Best Paths technologies is described qualitatively (as well as
quantitatively as far as possible). Insofar as cost impacts are provided quantitatively, this is
mostly considered relative to the cost of more standard technology. This qualitative analysis is
considering each demonstration individually, and it groups the identified cost benefit impacts
into four categories, which are described in more detail. This qualitative approach was chosen
to grasp cost benefit relevant aspects, that would not be highlighted clearly by the quantitative
study due to the limitations of that study.

2.2 Quantitative analysis
The quantitative cost-benefit analysis builds on the approach and analysis tools applied and
partly developed in previous projects (Twenties WP16, e-Highway). A major difference in the
present project is the use of a detailed transmission grid model provided by ENTSO-E.
Benefits of the Best Paths technologies are assessed via hour-by-hour simulations of the
European power system, using a power market model that includes transmission constraints
and network impedances. Results from Best Paths scenarios are compared to a base case or
"business-as-usual" scenario to quantify the socio-economic benefit of European-wide
implementation of Best Paths technologies.
Best Paths technologies allow increased transmission capacities, and this leads to operational
benefits by enabling a better utilisation of the available generation resources. Essentially, local
generation based on expensive (fossil) fuels is replaced by cheaper generation (renewables,
nuclear, biofuel and cheaper fossil fuel) from farther away.

2.2.1 Simulation tool: PowerGAMA
PowerGAMA2 [1] is an open-source Python-based lightweight simulation tool for power system
analyses, developed by SINTEF and intended mainly as a tool for exploring future scenarios
with large scale renewable energy integration. At the heart of PowerGAMA is a linear
optimisation of the generation dispatch for each time-step over a given period, typically a year.
It considers the variable power available for renewable sources and the variability of power
consumption via time-series profiles provided as input. It also takes into account a linearised
version of the power flow equations that govern power flow in AC grids. Since some generators
may be associated with energy storage, the optimal solution in one time-step depends on the
storage filling level that is updated after each time-step. Therefore, the problem is solved
sequentially, time-step by time-step. The modelling approach is based on a simple power
market description, assuming a perfect market where all power is traded in a single market
without forecast errors, and generation dispatch is determined by the generator costs and
power flow constraints. The generation dispatch is determined such that it minimises the total
2

PowerGAMA code and documentation is available at https://bitbucket.org/harald_g_svendsen/powergama
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generation cost for the given time-step. Key characteristics of the PowerGAMA modelling
approach are:
Power market: Step-wise (hour by hour) optimal power flow analysis; Minimise cost of
generation; A single market where all power is traded for each time-step
Grid: Impedance and capacity limits; Linearized power flow equations; Active power only
Energy storage: Utilisation strategy encoded via storage values
Generation/demand: Fixed/variable generation capacities; Fixed/flexible demand; Penalty
for load shedding

2.2.2 Scenarios
Two scenarios have been constructed and used as a basis for cost-benefit analysis. The first
scenario is the business as usual scenario which is a 2030 projection of grid developments
without Best Paths technologies available. The second scenario is a similar 2030 projection,
but with the assumption that Best Paths technologies are available and deployed Europe-wide.
The scenarios have been developed throughout the project and adjusted as the project has
progressed. The original dataset as received from ENTSO-E is a continental European
transmission grid model, where nodes and generators are anonymised, and the geographical
layout is missing. The dataset is very detailed in electrical terms, with many nodes at different
voltage levels, however, the lack of geographical information and type details of generators
makes it a difficult starting point for creating datasets for future scenarios. The construction of
these scenarios is described in the Best Paths D13.2 report.
The two scenarios represent two main cases for the simulation and comparisons. To better
identify the contributions from different technology groups, the Best Paths scenario has been
divided into sub-cases as indicated in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Best Paths scenario vs Business as usual scenario

2.2.3 Reverse cost benefit calculation
The benefits of the Best Paths technologies are quantified with the aforementioned PowerGAMA
simulations. The cost of the Best Paths technologies, however, are not known in a sufficient
way to enable for 'regular' cost benefit analysis. The cost benefit calculation was therefore
'turned around', to achieve, at least, the best possible results with missing cost data.
By 'turning around the calculation', the authors mean that the calculated benefit (see Section
5.1) is used to derive the break-even cost. That is, rather than compute costs and benefits
independently to determine the overall cost-benefit, we try to identify the range of cost
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parameter values that makes the investments profitable (for society). This way, it can be
identified how expensive the Best Paths technologies at the most may be, if they should pose
an attractive investment option. These quantified numbers for 'maximal feasible cost' of the
technologies can then serve as a minimal goal to achieve, when the demonstrated Best Paths
technologies enter into a commercialisation phase.

3 Qualitative considerations of costs and benefits
The Best Paths project with its five demonstrations has a broad scope and has considered many
innovative technologies in parallel. Many of the Best Paths technologies in focus here are in a
pre-commercial stage of development and it is very difficult to get detailed cost information.
Since it was found to be difficult to capture and quantify all relevant cost and benefit
implications of all treated technology concepts and developments, also qualitative
considerations regarding the costs and benefits of the Best Paths technologies have been
formulated. These considerations are given in this chapter. It was intended to grasp the main
benefits, and the compilation here does not claim to be complete. Especially non-economic
benefits can exist in addition to the benefits listed here (e.g. reduced visual impact, less public
opposition, etc. see Deliverable D13.5 for more details).

3.1 The major impact categories
Three main categories of benefits have been identified for the Best Paths technologies. The
individual demonstrations all contribute in at least one of them. These three categories are
explained in this section.
Table 1: Overview of cost impact of demonstrator technologies

Demo 1
New investment options

Demo 2

Demo 3

Demo 4

Demo 5

x

(x)

x

x

x

(x)

Reducing market power

x

x

Reduced risk

x

x

(x)

(x)

Marginal improvements

(x)
x

x

There are also cross-links between the benefit categories, where they influence each other. As
an example: a new investment option might enable to solve technical constraints in the
network, which otherwise would pose operational risks.

3.1.1 New investment options
Several activities within the Best Paths project focus on technology developments, which can
enable new investment options for grid expansion. This is not a cost reduction in the classical
sense, as a new technology does not have a cost-reference to compare to. However, these new
technical solutions can create significant benefit, when their deployment solves grid-congestion
problems, that could not be solved otherwise or only solved at high cost.
The most obvious case of a demonstration addressing a new investment option is Demo 5:
superconducting transmission links. This technology can realise much higher currents and
therefore powers, as compared to all other available technologies, and therefore truly is a
completely new investment option for grid planning.
Building new overhead transmission lines in the densely populated areas of Europe is often
impossible due to public and political opposition, and a lack of land corridors to build in. It is
therefore highly relevant to increase power transfer capacity within existing corridors. This
topic has been treated within the Best Paths project, especially focussing on repowering AC
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overhead lines in Demo 4. The benefit of AC repowering is quantified through power market
and grid simulations, as described later in this report.
Another topic where the Best Paths project has aimed to enable new investment options is the
activities related to HVDC multivendor interoperability in Demo 2. This is, by many, seen as a
mandatory requirement for the construction of HVDC grids.
Also Demo 3 contributes to some extent towards new investment options, when considering
the activities on redundant HVDC bipoles with earth/sea return for emergency operation. This
concept can help to reduce the severity of a HVDC component failure, enabling for the
deployment of HVDC assets with a power rating exceeding the primary reserves of the
connected AC power systems.

3.1.2 Reducing market power
Several activities within the Best Paths project aims to foster a healthy market, with a variety
of suppliers that all have little market power. Market power can have significant influence on
the prices, since it can reduce the need to compete on price. The outcomes of the Best Paths
project can therefore help to drive down prices, but since this effect cannot be quantified, it is
briefly elaborated here in a qualitative way.
The prices for VSC and MMC type HVDC transmission technology has been studied in detail in
the past and reported in the literature [2, 3]. The following remarks are based on that work.
The specific case of the Skagerrak4, NordLink and NorthSeaLink projects (all converters
delivered by ABB) is especially interesting in this context. For these projects, it has been found
that a similar asset (MMC-type converter station 500/525 kV 700 MW) prices can seem to vary
significantly (66M€ for Skagerrak 4 and 99M€ for NordLink, 102M€ for NorthSeaLink). The longterm-average price for such a converter station was estimated to be 103M€. This estimated
price matches well with the NordLink and NorthSeaLink projects, whereas Skagerrak4 was onethird less. The are many possible reasons for these price differences.
However, it should be noted, that Skagerrak4 was a pioneer project, where a new technology
(500 kV MMC) was first contracted. The manufacturer may have been eager to get the project,
to get a chance to demonstrate the new technology, and therefore willing to bid at a low price.
The customer, who wants reliability and on-schedule delivery, is less keen on trying new
technologies, and would be less willing to pay for a pioneer project.
NordLink and NorthSeaLink on the other hand were to some extent replicates of Skagerrak4.
The technology had been demonstrated before, giving security to the customer, and increasing
willingness to pay more. The manufacturer was the only market player offering that specific
technology with a track record and could use that position to ask a higher price.
It is by no means certain that the large price difference between Skagerrak4 and the follow-up
projects is solely based on market power of the manufacturer, but it is reasonable to believe
that the manufacturer's market position and strategy had a significant influence on the prices.
Increased competition on the HVDC market would hence be highly beneficial for Europe. Even
cost savings of a few percent make a large absolute difference, due to the generally very high
cost of such transmission assets.
These observations correspond well with the assumptions used in the NorthSeaGrid project[4].
In this project, a ±15% range has been used to account for market uncertainty regarding
offshore grid assets (cheapest market situation 26% less costly than most expensive situation).
This range given in the report is referenced as "based on previous experience".
Demo 1, Demo 2 and Demo 3 all address to some extent the reduction of market power and
the realisation of a healthy and diverse market for HVDC products. While Demo 1 makes it
easier for new players to enter the market, Demo 2 fosters competition by means of
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compatibility and standardisation. Demo 3 contributes to competition by pushing 500kV XLPE
HVDC cable technology, speeding up the process of that technology becoming a regular product
on the market. Also in Demo 4, activities can lead to a reduction of market power, however
regarding HVAC technologies (HTLS conductors, DLR sensors)

3.1.3 Reducing risk
The perceived risk of a given investment option directly influences the financing though the
interest rate, which is adjusted upwards according to the perceived risk. Projects that are seen
as risky become therefore more expensive than an identical project that has been assessed as
low-risk. The perceived risk is therefore crucially important and can determine the investment
decision.
Transmission system operators, which usually are obliged by national law to maintain security
of supply at a very high reliability level, are naturally rather risk adverse. As reliable power
supply is prioritised over cost reductions, it is not attractive to "try" unknown and risky new
technology if a well-known and reliable solution is available, even if the innovative solution
might offer cost reductions. This creates a challenging situation for innovative grid investments
that are considered "risky" due to a missing track record.
Some activities of the Best Paths project aim to increase knowledge regarding HVDC
technology. Knowledge generated by the Best Paths project is accessible to a broad spectrum
of stakeholders, and can therefore influence the general risk perception, and thereby also
reduce the costs.
HVDC connections to remote offshore wind power plants, as addressed in Demo 1, are a good
example for such grid investments. The first offshore HVDC connections in Germany have
experienced more problems than originally expected, which led then to a boost in risk
perception, significantly raising the costs for consecutive projects. Demo 1 is addressing the
causes of the experienced problems, turning unknown problems into well-defined challenges
with well-defined solutions, at low risk.
HVDC grids, as addressed in Demo 2, are also an example of risky transmission assets. It is
common that all HVDC converter stations of a point-to-point HVDC project are supplied by the
same manufacturer. In case of a large HVDC grid, dependence on a single manufacturer would
be an unacceptable risk. To reduce risk of supplier dependence, multivendor compatibility is
crucial, and exactly this has been addressed in Demo 2.
The activities of Demo 4 are not directly focussed on reducing risks, but the technologies
addressed might still contribute to reduced risk for the potential users of the technologies
(mainly TSOs). Examples: HTLS conductors can reduce the operational risk when other
investment options fail to get a permission. Live line working methodologies allow for
maintenance works during operation of the line thus reducing switch-off times and therefore
risk of energy not supplied.

3.1.4 Marginal improvements
Several activities within the Best Paths project might not be game-changing, but they simply
improve technology, leading to a better ratio between cost and performance. This is then
observed as better components with improved performance, or standard components at a given
specification for a better price. These cost improvements can, depending on the specific
technology, affect both investment and operation cost, while the performance improvements
of the different demonstrator technologies cover aspects like life time or losses.
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3.2 Cost benefit implications per demonstration
3.2.1 Demo 1 (Offshore wind integration with HVDC)
The HVDC connections to remote offshore wind power plants in Germany (BorWin, DolWin,
HelWin and SylWin) have experienced more problems than originally expected. Building HVDC
connected offshore wind power plants was something that has never been done before, so it
was difficult to foresee all possible complications.
At first the risk perception seems to have been too low, leading to low estimates of costs and
construction times. Significant technical problems that appeared underway then led to a rapid
increase in perceived risk, significantly raising the costs for consecutive projects. The high
perceived risk and the associated high costs have significantly influenced the remote offshore
wind ambitions in Europe, with national targets being adjusted downwards, a focus shift to
locations closer to shore, and to alternative transmission technologies (other than HVDC). This
development was unfortunate for both the HVDC and the offshore wind sectors.
A major source of problems was interactions in the offshore collection grid. The important
physical phenomena were not researched sufficiently before construction offshore was
conducted. As the issues were not purely based on a single component, but on interactions
between several different components, none of the component suppliers was aware of the
threats. Basic research on these interactions was needed, to increase the knowledge required
to assess offshore designs and avoid future problems.
Demo 1 (hosted by SINTEF) aims to increase the knowledge on isolated MMC-HVDC-connected
offshore grids. More knowledge can significantly reduce the perceived risk (and the real risk),
and thereby reduce the costs. It can also decrease project execution time through enabling a
more efficient planning process.
The demonstrator, including the lab setup and simulation models, is accessible to a variety of
stakeholders, which can test new technologies on the demonstrator. Before, only few had
access to similar facilities (mostly the big HVDC manufacturers). This will make it easier to
enter the market for new players. The risk reduction can also encourage other market players
(e.g. suppliers and sub-suppliers of relevant technology) to "dare" to go into the remote
offshore wind market.
Achieving a broader spectrum of suppliers can reduce the cost even more through increased
competition. It can also resolve supply-bottlenecks, caused by a market with few dominant
players (status today). This can form a solid basis for faster project execution in times of high
demand.
Overall, Demo 1 can contribute to remote offshore wind power becoming economically more
feasible. This will facilitate development of remote offshore wind projects that are currently not
attractive from the economic point of view. This will result in more realised wind power plants
and a higher share of wind power in Europe.

3.2.2 Demo 2 (MMC-HVDC multi-vendor interoperability)
The earlier VSC-HVDC projects were all planned and constructed completely by a single
company (ABB). In the last decade other manufacturers have entered the market, and the
revolutionary MMC-technology has appeared. This technology leap forward creating a
significant market, however only with a few players. At the same time, it became more common
for projects to not be supplied by a single company (often converters by one company, and
cables by another company). Especially since ABB sold its cable section to NKT, no company
offers all-in-house systems anymore.
However, it is still common that all HVDC converter stations of a HVDC project are supplied by
the same manufacturer. For the usual point-to-point links, with only two converter stations,
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this has not been a real problem, although it limits the choice if one of the converters need to
be replaced. For the deployment of a large HVDC grid it is a significant barrier. Several studies
have shown the economic benefits of having a meshed HVDC grid instead of many independent
point-to-point connections. However, due to the extreme importance of a functioning electricity
supply for society, and the political responsibility to ensure the security of supply, such a grid
will not be realised if it creates a situation where the power supply of Europe is crucially
depending on a single private company. If HVDC grid development gains momentum, demand
for HVDC assets can also easily exceed the manufacturing capacities of a single supplier. Multivendor compatibility of HVDC transmission assets is key for the feasibility of HVDC grids.
Today's AC grids are also fundamentally based on multi-vendor compatibility.
Demo 2 (hosted by RTE) aims to bring the main market players to one table, outline the
relevant conditions and improve the understanding of the behaviour and recommended
controls. This creates the needed knowledge for realising multi-vendor compatibility, and it is
a decisive step toward converter standardisation. It can therefore contribute to enable a new
investment option (HVDC grids) for future grid development. In other words, Demo 2 helps to
create a framework in which the construction of DC grids becomes feasible. It also forms the
basis for later adding terminals to existing point-to-point systems.
Point-to-point connections can also benefit from compatibility, as it enables for the two
terminals to be made by different suppliers, fostering competition and lowering prices. Also
renewing of converter stations that have passed their designed lifetime will benefit from
competition. The possibility to supply a single converter station (instead of two) also makes
the entry into the market much easier for new smaller players, encouraging a broader spectrum
of suppliers, again fostering competition and lowering prices. All of this also contributes to
faster project execution times.

3.2.3 Demo 3 (Innovative HVDC components)
Demo 3 aims to design, develop and test new technological solutions for HVDC transmission.
As Demo 3 consists of several independent technologies, a variety of cost benefit implications
can be identified.
One activity aims at increasing the knowledge on applicability of VSC converter based bipolar
HVDC links, focussing on operation under unbalanced conditions. Also, implementation of
bipolar systems with ground return for emergency conditions is considered. This activity can
assist to enable new investment options regarding HVDC grids and higher power HVDC assets,
as it improves redundancy/reliability through temporary ground return operation.
Another activity aims at evaluating the extendibility of extruded cables in DC application at
voltage higher than 320 kV. This voltage was the highest available at the market when the
Best Paths project was defined. However, just before start of the project (August 2014), ABB
(now NKT) announced a 525 kV extruded XLPE HVDC cable to be fully tested and available on
the market. In June 2015, Japanese J-Power Systems announced XLPE HVDC cables tested up
to 500kV and won the contract to build the NEMO link cable at 400 kV, which should be
operational in 2019. So, until today, no XLPE HVDC cable of a voltage higher than 320 kV is in
operation, but the mentioned developments strongly indicate that extension to higher voltages
is feasible (independent from Best Paths project results). The activity of Best Paths has,
however, contributed to increased knowledge to use of XLPE at very high direct voltages, and
stimulated competition by bringing more players to the market and therefore increasing
competition. The additional knowledge might also help to create more trust and reduce
perceived risk regarding XLPE technology, reducing the reservations against XLPE by investors.
This reduction of perceived risk is very important, as the slow roll-out of the new cable
technology most likely is due to a lack of trust from the investors.
Demo 3 also has activities assessing the applicability of High Temperature Low Sag (HTLS)
overhead line conductors for HVDC application. Just like in for AC, HTLS conductors can carry
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more current and therefore increase the power rating. However, as the maximal current for
HVDC systems is limited by the HVDC converters, utilisation of HTLS DC conductors will have
to be coordinated with the capabilities of the connected converters.
Pre-coated glass insulators for HVDC OHLs have also been addressed. These insulators should
last longer and be more robust to pollution, resulting in reduced maintenance cost and in fewer
outages due to insulation failure.
Even though the focus of Demo 3 was on components, additional activities have also been
included. Methods for HVDC cable fault localisation have been investigated, however, not tested
during project time. These can help to reduce outage times in case of a cable fault/damage.

3.2.4 Demo 4 (AC OHL upgrades)
Demo 4 focussed on several HVAC OHL repowering technologies and methodologies. It
validated potentials for innovative design and field working processes, including retrofit
processes and live line working. The variety of the investigated solutions enhances the existing
approaches to AC overhead line repowering and operation. They will also help TSOs and utilities
to keep overhead lines reliable and resilient in the light of the developments in the European
energy system, and allow replication by other TSOs.
One subtask focussed on determining the benefits of insulated cross arms for overhead lines.
This can allow for overhead line designs that are more compact and therefore more acceptable
on visual standpoints and less demanding in right-of-way perspective. The voltage can be
increased without widening existing transmission corridor, making voltage repowering also
more applicable in densely populated areas.
Another activity analyses existing high-temperature low-sag (HTLS) conductor technologies.
HTLS conductors can significantly increase the current limit of overhead transmission lines (e.g.
by 50-100%), however at a price of 2-10 times the price of conventional conductors. The
activities within the demonstration had a focus on long-term reliability (temperature, electrical
and mechanical effects). For safe operation of the grid, a high long-term reliability of any
component is of crucial importance and better knowledge on the aging behaviour of these HTLS
conductors will improve design for a given lifetime and reduce investment cost.
Also live-line working has been addressed in Demo 4, which is especially relevant for AC
repowering of important transmission lines. Repowering can be problematic if the power line
cannot be taken out of operation for the work to be done, due to a high importance of that
particular line. Live-line working can decrease the need to cease operation of lines for
repowering works and can therefore enable the repowering investment option also for highly
critical corridors. It can also assist to reduce installation and maintenance cost and reduce the
downtime. The downtime reduction effectively results in an increase of the line’s availability.
A prototype dynamic line rating (DLR) system has also been developed, based on low cost
sensors allowing higher currents on standard overhead line technologies under most weather
conditions. The cost of upgrading an existing line with sensors have been given in a range of
6-20kEUR/km3, which is significantly cheaper than constructing new lines or changing the
conductors on existing lines. The achieved gain in transmission capacity is not a fixed number
but is stochastic by nature and correlated to the weather. This weather-dependent transfer
capacity is difficult to realise with most regular line models and simulation tools. DLR has
therefore not been included in the simulation study and the quantitative benefit assessment
(chapter 4).
Composite towers for overhead lines have also been addressed in the project. The cost of these
have been stated to competitive with classical tower designs.

3

Estimate provided by demo 4 participant
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3.2.5 Demo 5 (superconducting HVDC cables)
Demo 5 is in relatively early-stage development, with focus on prototype scale validation of
the technical feasibility of integrating superconducting HVDC cable links in the AC grid. These
superconducting cables could carry very high currents (from 5–10 kA), without resistive losses,
and in combination with high voltages (up to 320 kV) achieving very high power levels (2-4 GW
per cable, double on a cable pair).
One possible application is to transfer bulk power over long distances. This could e.g. concern
power from remote wind power plants to the final distribution centres. This application can be
seen as a power-up of regular non-superconducting HVDC technology. Due to high power
density of superconducting technology, the footprint and visual impact is significantly less as
compared to competing technologies. This can reduce public and political opposition.
Another possible application is concerning densely populated urban areas. In these areas, the
medium voltage feeds for load centres are often saturated, and existing infrastructure is
ageing. The construction of additional substations, with major transformer assets, is often not
feasible due to footprint limitations. Superconducting technology can bring a considerable
amount of power to where it is needed by e.g. connecting two existing substations. With high
power density, superconducting technology can offer compact high power solutions, not
feasible with conventional technology.
Another application is to extend resistive power links when the optimum layout crosses “difficult
areas” such as rivers or pristine preserved areas. They can be installed with nearly no impact
on the environment. Their reduced right-of-way also makes the installation easier (e.g. very
small tunnels below rivers) and consequently cost competitive in comparison with resistive
cable technology.

4 Quantitative benefit analysis
This chapter concerns the computations of the operational benefits for Best Paths technologies.
The approach is based in simulations, as outlined in section 2.2. One-year hour-by-hour
simulations of the European power system are done for different scenarios. The results are
then compared and used to identify the operational benefit as well as to highlight other
differences. The different Best Paths technologies or demonstration activities are represented
in the analysis as follows (see also the Best Paths D13.2 report).
Demo 1 with the effect of facilitating more remote offshore is not directly included. A scenario
with more offshore wind would be beneficial since wind energy could replace expensive fossil
energy. However, the focus of the project is transmission technology, so such a comparison
would not be very relevant in the present context. To some extent, Demo 1 also facilitates an
offshore HVDC grid which is one of the cases considered (see below).
Demo 2 with the effect of multivendor compatibility has been included in the Best Paths
scenario by allowing multi-terminal HVDC links in the North Sea, as compared to only pointto-point connections in the base case scenario.
Demo 3 has been included in the Best Paths scenario via the inclusion of high power HVDC
links of 2 GW embedded in the European AC transmission grid.
Demo 4 has been included in the Best Paths scenario by the inclusion of upgraded AC
transmission lines with 50% increased power transfer capacity.
Demo 5 has been included in the Best Paths scenario by the inclusion of a few superconducting
HVDC links of 6.4 GW.
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4.1 Dataset quality and modifications prior to simulations
The building of the input datasets is described in the Best Paths D13.2 report. The preparation
of the datasets was a cumbersome and challenging process within WP13. For the
implementation in the PowerGAMA model, we took as starting point the dataset used by DTU
in the scalability assessment (D13.1). Figure 4.1 illustrates the process to generate the input
files needed by the PowerGAMA simulation tool.
The dataset obtained from ENTSO-E was found to have serious shortcomings, making all the
model-based analyses in this work package highly uncertain as well as difficult, and rendering
the numerical results of questionable value. The major issues found with the dataset are the
many lines with unrealistically high line capacities as well as unrealistic impedances. This is
based on our own judgement from an inspection of the dataset, and by comparison with
another European dataset and public grid models from TSOs. The data quality is discussed
further in the following sub sections.
The original dataset from ENTSO-E is anonymised and lacking geographical details and
generator type information. Although a large effort was spent earlier in the project to create a
consistent dataset (as used for the D13.1 report), we found several issues that needed further
fixes in the dataset. These fixes were implemented in updated business-as-usual and Best
Paths scenarios. Compared to the dataset used in the D13.1 report, the changes are as
summarised in the following sub-sections.

Figure 4.1: Overview of dataset preparations

4.1.1 Geographical information
The original dataset had no geographical information beyond area information. This made it
difficult to specify future scenarios with modified generation capacity mix and renewable energy
availability profiles. With such a large dataset, being able to plot and investigate the network
on a map is highly valuable for discovering dataset errors.
To facilitate plotting for illustration and dataset debugging purposes, we extracted screen
coordinates (x,y) of an auto-generated network layout in PowerFactory and inverse-projected
onto the map of Europe to get a very approximate geographical layout, see Figure 4.2.
Some nodes in DK with area information wrongly set to BA (Bosnia and Herzegovina) were
corrected.
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Figure 4.2: Approximated geographical layout of the network

4.1.2 Generators
Updated generator information in ES, FR, DE to get more realistic generation capacity mix per
country for 2030 in line with the EUCO30 scenario4 (this is a modification compared to the
D13.1 dataset, but has since been incorporated in the main dataset as described in D13.2)
Changed all generator capacities set to 9999 (unknown value) to 500 MW. Changed generator
type to nuclear in CZ, RO, BG, for one generator in each country to allow capacity up-scaling.
Divided large PV generators in ES with capacity larger than grid connections (due to the
previous upscaling to 2030 scenario) into smaller generators with random locations (at
>200 kV) in the same country, to avoid unrealistically high curtailment.
Increased grid connection capacity for offshore wind power plants to equal wind power plant
capacity, to avoid unrealistically high curtailment

4.1.3 Lines
Added a missing line in Sweden (89SE-88SE).
Upon inspection of the dataset, it was clear that many lines had missing length information
and/or unrealistic impedances. This was fixed as follows:

4

•

4604 lines with length=1 (interpreted as "unknown length") were given a length such
that reactance per length equals the median value for the rest of the lines in the dataset.
The median (typical) value is 0.298 ohm/km. This is not a change in the physical
properties of the network and does not affect power flow. But the length is required for
some of the cost considerations.

•

In 38 cases, those derived lengths seemed unrealistically long (more than 250 km) and
were instead set equal to the distance given by the estimated geographical coordinates

EU Reference scenario, EUCO30, see https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/data-analysis/energy-modelling (2018-09-21)
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of the nodes. Impedances for these were then modified to give the typical reactance
per length.
•

After this, 2 lines with unreasonably high resistance were modified with a new value
equal to 1/10 of the reactance. The same was done for the 1663 lines where originally
R was equal to X (assuming this to be due to unrealistic default data put in).

•

Another 7 lines with unrealistically low impedance per kilometre were adjusted to reflect
average reactance and X/R=10.

Line reactances versus lengths are plotted in Figure 4.3 with values before this fix on the left
and after the fix on the right. The original dataset contained some outlier reactances up to
1600 ohm and the plot was clipped at 75 ohm to better expose the majority of data points.

Figure 4.3: Reactance vs length, before (left) and after (right) modifications as hexbin histogram plots.
The original datasat (left) was clipped at value 75 ohm

To avoid unrealistic load-shedding in the simulations, capacity was doubled on 30 minor lines
identified in an iterative process. These lines were no major transmission corridors, but smaller
local lines with low transmission capacity, so the doubling of their capacity did not have
significant impact on the overall long-distance power transfer capabilities of the network. Not
adjusting these lines would otherwise have made the interpretation of simulation results and
comparisons between scenarios very difficult.
Preliminary simulations furthermore revealed "grid bottlenecks" that were associated with a
mismatch of capacity, length and impedance compared to neighbouring transmission corridors.
Probably, these issues were due to dataset errors. However, if real, such problems could be
solved easily and cheaply by increasing the impedance of the overloaded line (to reduce the
current) and is therefore not a case for AC line capacity increase or additional HVDC corridors
(i.e. Best Paths technology). Therefore, these issues were fixed by increasing the line
impedance in the dataset. This issue affected 8 AC lines.
An inspection of line data in the ENTSO-E based Best Paths dataset shows that most of the line
capacities are either 1500 MW or 5000 MW, and much higher than in other datasets, see Figure
4.4. As the figure shows, line capacities in DK and BE in the present dataset are much higher
than in publicly available dataset from the relevant TSOs (Energinet/Elia). This comparison is
a clear indication that the dataset is not accurate, but probably generated via some
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simplification procedure. Unfortunately for the analysis, this means that there are few grid
bottlenecks in the grid, and that that the need for grid upgrades is very limited.
A similar comparison of line length statistics in Figure 4.5 shows on the other hand quite
reasonable match between our dataset (after the corrections) and public data from the TSOs.

Figure 4.4: Histograms of line capacities in the Best Paths dataset compared to an older UCTE dataset (left),
public Energinet data fro DK (middle) and public Elia data for BE (right). Horizontal axis indicates capacity (MW) and vertical
axis indicates number of occurrences.

Figure 4.5: Histogram of AC branch length in dataset vs data from TSOs in DK and BE. Horizontal axis indicates length (km) and
vertical axis indicates number of occurrences.

4.1.4 Transformers
Transformer capacity constraints were removed as these were giving bottlenecks that may be
unrealistic and obscures the analysis of benefits from line upgrades (most bottlenecks were
initially related to transformers instead of lines). As transformer technology was not part of the
Best Paths project, it was meaningful to remove all transformer-induced grid congestions from
the study, as these could not have been addressed using Best Paths technology anyhow.
Transformer impedances were corrected from nameplate per unit values to system-wide per
unit values.

4.1.5 Additional modifications to fit the PowerGAMA simulation model
In addition to the above corrections in the dataset, some modifications are made for the data
to fit with the simulation model. These were:
1. For point-to-point HVDC connections, lines and converters have been merged into a
single branch, with maximum power flow set equal to the minimum rating of the two
converters and the line itself. Converter losses have been neglected.
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2. Parallel branches have been merged to single branches with impedance and rating
adjusted appropriately.
3. Hydro power inflow profiles and storage capacities were defined for all hydro power
units, using normalised profiles and storage size information per country from the
European TradeWind project. Storage per unit was distributed proportionally to the
generator capacity.
4. Minimum power output set to zero for all generators to avoid infeasible problem (in any
case, unit commitment not included in model)

4.2 Characteristics of the dataset
Before turning to the simulation results, some comments and figures are included here to
characterise the dataset, and to show that it is a reasonable starting point for the subsequent
analysis.
Generation capacities for transmission level generation is shown to the left in Table 2. On the
right, average output relative to generation capacity (capacity factor) found from base case
simulation is shown. It should be noted that the capacities of renewable energy only include
transmission level power plants. Distributed generation is included in demand profiles.
Resulting capacity factors are mostly realistic, although some onshore wind capacity factors
seem too high (especially DE, FR, NL, PL). This may be because the classification between
onshore and offshore wind is not exact. It should be noted that capacity factors of 1.0 (nuclear),
which do not appear in reality, are a reflection of the simplifications of the model, where e.g.
maintenance and repair is not included.
Area prices are computed from nodal prices per country, as the weighted average with weights
equal to the average demand at the node. Nodal prices are output from the simulation (the
sensitivity, or dual value associated with nodal power balance constraint, indicating the
marginal increase in system cost for a marginal increase in power demand). Resulting area
prices are shown in Figure 4.6. The price curves are reasonable, with daily and seasonal
variations. Norway is special because the price is set by the hydro reservoir system via socalled water values. Since the Nordic hydropower system is important for the assessment of a
North Sea grid, simulation results showing the utilisation of hydro storage for one Norwegian
hydro power plant is shown in Figure 4.7 for a few selected countries. This result is also
reasonable, showing e.g. how the storage is depleted during winter frost and is filled in the
spring/summer.
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Table 2: Generation capacity (left) and capacity factors from base case simulation (right).
Distribution grid generation is not included in these numbers.
Input: Generation capacities (MW)
area
AT
BA
BE
BG
CH
CZ
DE
DK
ES
FI
FR
GR
HR
HU
IE
IT
LU
NL
NO
PL
PT
RO
RS
SE
SI
SK
UK

PV

biofuel

1508

25817
79
23840
3260
18960

11759

1755
175

7899

fossil
4221
962
9921
4173
1000
9929
56710
2477
35016
5287
13742
8336
1857
3277
4153
48678
444
15307
855
24165
4724
6437
4231
824
1641
32151

wind
onshore
2585

2327

2828

1699
2295
2571
2066
7110
2345
16004
3616
8581
5339
801
910
3938
7286
66
2705
4135
4810
3777
4223

6949
700
4020
13107

15593
398
261
20250

hydro
13342
466

nuclear

933
6212

1920
4231
4006

9792
6458
3481
9137
562
535

29915
8167
7399
3398
59493

725

4482
258
5732
485
30767
1488
1511
343
1914
16938
2359
1744

Output: Average output relative to capacity

wind
offshore

2446
708

area
AT
BA
BE
BG
CH
CZ
DE
DK
ES
FI
FR
GR
HR
HU
IE
IT
LU
NL
NO
PL
PT
RO
RS
SE
SI
SK
UK

PV

biofuel

0.19

0.17
0.15
0.22
0.88
0.18

0.20

0.19
0.14

0.13

fossil
0.03
0.98
0.31
0.60
0.00
0.92
0.23
0.39
0.08
0.00
0.23
0.48
0.51
0.26
0.17
0.21
0.03
0.20
0.00
0.61
0.65
0.34
0.00
0.63
0.30
0.04

hydro
0.37
0.33

nuclear

wind
offshore

0.58
0.24
0.35

1.00

0.46
0.24
0.12
0.24
0.59
0.52
0.26
0.27
0.44
0.31
0.23
0.26
0.33
0.20
0.29
0.54
0.25
0.54
0.14
0.25

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.94

0.26
0.18
0.27
0.35

1.00
1.00
1.00

0.23
0.23
0.51
0.32
0.16
0.44

0.58
0.50
0.97
1.00
0.99

0.48

1.00
0.23
0.36
1.00
0.51
0.18
0.31
0.44
0.41
0.51
0.23
0.26

wind
onshore
0.32

0.48
0.58

Figure 4.6 Area prices for a whole year (left) and first 500 hours (right) for selected countries
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Figure 4.7: Norwegian hydro power plant throughout the year (daily average values).
The three curves show energy inflow (blue), generator output (red) and storage filling level (green).

4.3 Base case (business as usual)
The overall cost of generation in the base case is 68 635.3 MEUR/a, after the value of net added
storage during the year (–35.5 MEUR/a) has been subtracted to get a number comparable to
other simulation scenarios.
The curtailment of renewable energy is 0.83 TWh/a, compared to a production of 1113 TWh/a.
In relative terms, curtailment is 0.07% of available energy.
Key simulation results are shown in Figure 4.8, indicating power exchange per country (a),
generation cost per country (b), total generation mix (c) and curtailment of renewable power
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(d). Further results are summarised in Table 3. Best Paths sub-cases will be compared to this
business as usual base case in section 4.4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.8: Base case simulation results.

Figure 4.9 illustrates area prices with daily and seasonal variations for four selected countries.
Area prices are computed as weighted average nodal prices, where the weight equals the
average power demand in each node. For ES, FR and DE, the figure shows the lower prices in
the middle of the day, when solar power production is high and demand is modest. The lower
demand in weekends is also reflected in lower prices. Prices in the summer are generally lower
due to lower demand and higher solar production. The significance of wind power is less clear,
but results in stochastic variations of the prices, following wind patterns. Norway is special
because of its dominance by hydro reservoirs. The price reflects the storage values (expected
value of adding energy to the storage), which increase when the reservoir filling levels are
reduced during the winter and decreases in the summer when reservoirs are filled up, as
already seen in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.9: Area price per hour (vertical axis) and day of the year (horizontal axis).

4.4 Best Paths scenario
The Best Paths scenario is made up of four sub-cases considering separate technology classes.
These are AC repowering, North Sea Grid (NSG), Superconducting HVDC (SCDC) and onshore
HVDC. Due to the base case having quite a strong grid (see section 4.1.3) with few grid
bottlenecks, the number of upgrades considered for the benefit analysis is small. This gives a
better indication of the benefit per upgrade compared to what many more upgrades would have
done. Considered upgrades are illustrated in Figure 4.10. Each sub-case has been analysed
independently and results for these are presented in the following. The overall Best Paths
scenario consists of all these upgrades combined and provides the main simulation results
presented in section 4.4.5. Although the scenarios (base case and Best Paths) are valuable as
themselves, it needs to be highlighted that their sole purpose is to serve as benchmark tool to
assess the benefit and impact of the deployed Best Paths technologies (see Deliverable D13.2).
Results of the Best Paths scenario simulations compared to the base case are summarised in
Table 3 and Table 4 on page 34.
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Figure 4.10: Grid upgrades in Best Paths scenario.

4.4.1 Sub-case: North Sea Grid
The North Sea Grid sub-case analyses the benefit arising from a more advanced offshore grid
in the North Sea made available by the Best Paths technologies. The analysed offshore grid in
the Best Paths scenario is based on an investment optimisation as presented in Best Paths
D13.2 report, whereas the base case considers a smaller number of direct country-to-country
interconnectors and only radial connection of offshore wind powers. The North Sea grid
identified by this investment optimisation is rather modest in scope but considering that 2030
is not in fact so far away, and that costs are high, the result is certainly realistic. The wind
power plant capacity has been assumed the same in both cases. The differences (see Figure
4.10, label NSG) between the two cases that are relevant for the simulations consists of two
two-terminal interconnectors (between UK-FR and SE-DK), one three-terminal HVDC system
(connecting FR and NL via an offshore node), and one four-terminal HVDC system (connecting
DK and DE via an offshore node with a further extension to another offshore node). Whether
the two-terminal systems should be labelled as Best Paths technology could be debated, since
such links existed also before Best Paths. However, for consistency, the North Sea grid was
taken from D13.2 without further adjustments and changes to it.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.11: NSG simulation results. Comparison with base case.

Simulation results are presented in Figure 4.11 and Table 3 and Table 4.
The annual operational savings compared to the base case are 1041 MEUR/a, when difference
in storage use has been accounted for. These cost savings arise mainly due to biofuels and
nuclear replacing fossil fuel, made possible by the offshore link between these countries. The
UK is a major benefactor of the added grid, enabling increased import of cheaper generation.
The overall renewable energy curtailment decreases by a small amount, 70 GWh/a, which is a
1% reduction relative to the base case. This equals the increase of wind in the generation mix,
too small to be visible in Figure 4.11c. Evaluating the meaning of such small differences is not
possible due the approximate nature of the simulation and the dataset. Further analysis and
comments on numerical noise in the simulation results are given in section 4.5.

4.4.2 Sub-case: AC re-powering
AC re-powering was included in the simulation by a 50% increase of the capacity of selected
AC lines, following the same approach as described in Best Paths report D13.1. However, due
to the various modifications in the dataset described in section 4.1, it was necessary to regenerate the list of selected lines. Lines were selected by iteratively picking the lines for which
a marginal capacity increase would reduce the system costs the most (i.e. based on sensitivity
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or dual value associated with the power flow limitation constraint). The selected lines are shown
in Figure 4.10 (labelled AC). Since the base case dataset has few grid bottlenecks, only 8
candidate lines were found to be of potential net benefit.
Key simulation results are included in Table 3 and Table 4, and a comparison to the base case
is given in Figure 4.12. The annual operational savings compared to the base case are
117 MEUR/a. The major difference is a shift from fossil to nuclear generation, with modest
changes in generation cost per country and the exchange between countries. Changes in
curtailment are almost negligible.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.12: AC repowering simulation results. Comparison with base case.

4.4.3 Sub-case: Onshore HVDC corridors
Two onshore corridors were considered for addition of HVDC connections, both in Germany, as
shown in Figure 4.10 (label HVDC). These were identified by comparing the price difference
and distance between nodes. Node pairs with the highest price difference per construction cost
(a function of distance) were selected as suitable for new HVDC links. Only continental Europe
was considered. Price differences were computed as the absolute value of the difference per
time-step, averaged over the entire simulation period (one year). Distance between nodes were
estimated as the length of the shortest network path between them (80 km and 73 km for the
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two links). This may overestimate the distance, but as the reuse of existing transmission
corridors for new infrastructure is common, this overestimated distance might well reflect the
factual line length in the end. Additionally, since the dataset has no geographical information,
a better estimate was not possible anyhow.
Again, the small number of identified beneficial upgrades is due to the base case dataset
already having a strong grid with few bottlenecks and small geographical price variations in the
base case simulation. Also, the unusually short length of the proposed HVDC connections can
be a result of the properties of the base case dataset: While benefits are low due to the small
geographical price variations, the HVDC placement algorithm focusses on keeping the cost
down via keeping the links short.
Key results are presented in Figure 4.13, and in Table 3 and Table 4. The overall operational
cost saving in this case is 43 MEUR/a.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.13: Onshore HVDC links simulation results. Comparison with base case.
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4.4.4 Sub-case: Superconducting DC links
Superconducting HVDC links are especially relevant for connections with high power and
relatively short distances. Four such links, shown in Figure 4.10 (labelled SCDC), have been
identified and considered in the simulation. These are two interconnectors between Spain and
France, one between Denmark and Germany, and one between France and Great Britain. All
connections have been included with 6400 MW capacity and zero resistance.
Key simulation results with comparisons to the base case are presented in Figure 4.14. More
details are provided in Table 3 and Table 4 below. Again, the results show that the UK is a main
benefactor for the same reasons as in the North Sea Grid sub-case. The effect of the added
grid is clearly visible in the exchange volume between countries, see Figure 4.14a. The
reduction in renewable energy curtailment (Figure 4.14d) is large because of the increased
possibility to export renewable energy from the Iberian Peninsula. Overall operational cost
savings in this case were found to be 1093 MEUR/a.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.14: Superconducting HVDC corridor simulation results. Comparison with base case.
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Table 3 Key simulation results. VNAS=Value of net added storage.
Unless otherwise indicated, numbers are given in TWh/a

system cost (MEUR/a)
VNAS (MEUR/a)
net cost (MEUR/a)
pumping demand
demand
exchange
gen PV
gen wind_onshore
gen wind_offshore
gen hydro
gen biofuel
gen nuclear
gen fossil
curtailed PV
curtailed wind onsh.
curtailed wind offsh.
curtailed hydro

Base case NSG

SCDC

HVDC

AC

68599.8
-35.5
68635.3
21.9
2779.4
2063.0
149.3
350.0
217.1
396.9
25.1
977.6
685.3
0.37
0.46
0.00
0.00

67380.8
-161.1
67541.9
24.9
2779.4
2338.8
149.6
350.4
217.1
400.8
25.2
983.8
677.3
0.02
0.10
0.00
0.00

68474.6
-118.1
68592.6
21.4
2779.4
2076.3
149.3
350.1
217.1
397.4
25.3
977.6
684.0
0.37
0.42
0.00
0.02

68418.5
-99.9
68518.4
21.2
2779.4
2099.3
149.3
350.1
217.1
397.0
25.1
979.3
682.6
0.37
0.43
0.00
0.02

67348.5
-246.0
67594.6
23.7
2779.4
2172.8
149.3
350.1
217.1
400.9
26.9
983.1
675.7
0.37
0.39
0.00
0.00

Best
Paths
66750.9
-277.0
67027.9
22.9
2779.4
2483.9
149.6
350.4
217.1
400.7
26.7
987.9
669.9
0.02
0.11
0.00
0.00

Table 4 Difference from base case – key simulation results. VNAS=Value of net added storage.
Unless otherwise indicated, numbers are given in TWh/a

Base case NSG
system cost (MEUR/a)
VNAS (MEUR/a)
net cost (MEUR/a)
pumping demand
demand
exchange
gen PV
gen wind_onshore
gen wind_offshore
gen hydro
gen biofuel
gen nuclear
gen fossil
curtailed PV
curtailed wind onsh.
curtailed wind offsh.
curtailed hydro

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

-1251.3
-210.5
-1040.7
1.7
0.0
109.8
0.0
0.1
0.0
4.0
1.7
5.5
-9.6
0.00
-0.07
0.00
0.00

SCDC

HVDC

AC

-1219.0
-125.6
-1093.3
2.9
0.0
275.8
0.4
0.4
0.0
3.9
0.1
6.2
-8.0
-0.35
-0.35
0.00
0.00

-125.2
-82.6
-42.6
-0.6
0.0
13.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.1
0.0
-1.3
0.00
-0.04
0.00
0.02

-181.3
-64.4
-116.9
-0.8
0.0
36.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
-0.1
1.8
-2.7
-0.01
-0.03
0.00
0.02

Best
Paths
-1848.9
-241.5
-1607.4
1.0
0.0
421.0
0.4
0.3
0.0
3.8
1.5
10.3
-15.4
-0.36
-0.35
0.00
0.00
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4.4.5 Best Paths case – the combined case
The overall Best Paths scenario is the combined case where all upgrades considered in the
above sub-cases are included. Key results are presented in Figure 4.15 and summarised in the
last column Table 3 and Table 4. The net cost reduction compared to the base case is 1607
MEUR/a. This is less than the sum of the benefit from each sub-case, since many of the grid
upgrades solve the same issues. The grid upgrades in the Best Paths scenario could of course
have been optimised to ensure the highest overall benefit, but this was not considered to be
within the scope of the present analysis.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.15: Overall Best Paths scenario simulation results. Comparison with base case.

The main differences from the business-as-usual base case is a shift from fossil fuel to more
nuclear, hydro and biofuel, and to a lesser extent onshore wind and PV (Figure 4.15c). The
increase in hydro power is associated with a decrease in stored energy in reservoirs and gives
a cost reduction that has to be compensated for in later years. This is a therefore a fictitious
reduction in system cost that must be compensated for. This has been done by subtracting the
value of net added storage (VNAS) to give the net cost in Table 3 and Table 4. By far the largest
fossil fuel reduction occurs in the UK (Figure 4.15b) and is due to the fuel costs there being
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higher (in the dataset) than elsewhere. Since reductions in expensive fossil fuel is what gives
the cost reductions, sub-cases which includes additional capacity between the UK and
continental Europe (NSG and SCDC) gives the highest benefit.
Increases in wind and PV production is associated with a decrease in curtailment (Figure 4.15d).
The largest curtailment reduction occurs in Spain, because of the increased transmission
capacity between Spain and France.
The changes in exchange volume (Figure 4.15a) reflected these differences previously
mentioned. Increased exchange with the UK is related to the fossil fuel reduction in the UK,
exchange with France and Spain related to the removal of the ES/FR grid bottleneck and the
resulting increase in PV and wind generation in Spain, and the increased nuclear generation in
France. Germany and Denmark also has a large increase in power exchange. Presumably
increased exchange with Denmark is mostly due to relatively inexpensive fossil fuel, but also
due to the link with Scandinavia and hydro power and biofuel energy there. Germany (as well
as France) are very centrally located with the grid upgrades considered, so increased power
exchange is therefore natural.
These results regarding benefits are considered together with investment costs and discussed
further in chapter 5.

4.5 Numerical noise
The simulations have some numerical noise attributable to some randomness in the
optimisation algorithms and non-zero optimal threshold values. The optimisation problem,
which seeks to minimise generation costs, is quite flat, meaning that there are many solutions
that are almost equally good. Consecutive simulations or simulations on different computers
may therefore give solutions that have almost identical objective function values but vary
significantly in variable values. For example, if there are no grid bottlenecks, it makes no
difference for the objective function how power production is divided between two generators
with the same marginal cost.
To get at least a feel for how large this numerical noise is, it is therefore interesting to run the
same case on different computers with slightly different setups. Table 5 and Figure 4.16 shows
a comparison of two such runs. Run 1 was done on a computer using the open-source CBC5
linear programming solver and run 2 was done on a different computer using the commercial
Gurobi6 solver, both with default parameters and invoked via the Pyomo [5] interface used in
the PowerGAMA simulation tool. As the table shows, there is small but significant difference of
10.1 MEUR/a in the sum of per-time-step objective function. This may seem in conflict with the
statement above but happens because the optimisation is done time-step by time-step, and
the problem changes for each time-step. So small differences can accumulate. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.17 which compares objective function value differences as well as the cumulative
sum of differences for each time-step.
The difference in net generation cost (generation cost adjusted for changes in energy storage
filling) is nevertheless small between the two runs (0.2 MEUR/a). This is the proper metric by
which to compare simulation results, since it compensates for the energy added to or taken
from energy storages. Since the objective function includes a cost for hydro power given by
the storage value (see section 2.2.1) rather than the actual marginal costs for hydro power,
the objective value will in general be higher than the cost of generation, and will increase when
storage filling level goes down.

5
6

CBC web page, https://projects.coin-or.org/Cbc (accessed 2018-09-28)
Gurobi web page, http://www.gurobi.com/ (accessed 2018-09-28)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.16: Comparison of two base case simulations on different computers using different LP solvers

Figure 4.17 Difference in objective function values for two different base case simulations
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Table 5 Numerical noise. Comparison of base case simulations with different computer setups.

[MEUR/a]
Objective function value
Cost of generation
Value of net added storage
Net generation cost

run 1
(cbc)
45959.2
34299.9
-17.8
34317.7

run 2
(gurobi)
45969.3
34297.1
-20.4
34317.5

difference
10.1
-2.8
-2.6
-0.2

What we can conclude from this comparison is that the two base case simulations are very
similar in terms of net generation costs, but differ significantly in other respects: Power
exchange volume differences up to 4 TWh/a, generation mix differences up to 0.08 TWh/a
(fossil), generation cost split between IE and UK of about 200 MEUR/a, and the split of
curtailment between hydro and wind in NO up to 0.02 TWh/a. These differences should be kept
in mind when we compare other simulations to the base case. Differences of this order or less
should be considered within the range of numerical noise and should not be trusted as real
differences between the cases.
For the reliability of the results, it is important that the numerical noise described above is
small compared to the differences in the results from different simulation cases. Such a
comparison of the difference between two base case runs vs. the difference between the Best
Paths scenario is shown in Table 6. Base case differences in net costs are negligible in
comparison, whereas differences in for example curtailment is quite significant. In other words,
the quantifications of the cost reductions are robust, whereas some finer details should be
interpreted with care.

Table 6 Differences in two base case simulations compared to difference with Best Paths scenario.
Unless otherwise indicated, numbers are given in TWh/a

system cost (MEUR/a)
VNAS (MEUR/a)
net cost (MEUR/a)
pumping demand
demand
exchange
gen PV
gen wind_onshore
gen wind_offshore
gen hydro
gen biofuel
gen nuclear
gen fossil
curtailed PV
curtailed wind onsh.
curtailed wind offsh.
curtailed hydro

Base case
run2
-5.5
-5.3
-0.2
0.0
0.0
4.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.1
0.00
-0.03
0.00
0.02

Best
Paths
-1848.9
-241.5
-1607.4
1.0
0.0
421.0
0.4
0.3
0.0
3.8
1.5
10.3
-15.4
-0.36
-0.35
0.00
0.00
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5 Discussion and conclusions
5.1 Break-even costs
Any detailed cost benefit assessment needs, of course, detailed information on the costs of the
technologies to be assessed. As it was not possible to retrieve detailed cost figures for all the
relevant technologies, a different approach was selected here.
The benefits of the different technology-based grid upgrades have been quantified in chapter
4. These technologies are therefore profitable to invest in if the investment costs are below
these benefits. The costs of the different technologies have been modelled with a simple two
parameter model, and the quantified benefit set a limit of how expensive the technology at
most may be, for it to be attractive for implementation.
As investment costs for Best Paths technologies are very uncertain, the cost-benefit comparison
here is presented in terms of relative costs in break-even or reverse CBA plots, see Figure 5.1.
Investment costs are assumed to be a function of two parameters, and the contour lines show
the relative costs (annualised investment costs divided by annual operational savings) for
different values of these parameters. Values less than 1.0 means that investment is beneficial.

5.1.1 HVAC repowering
The cost for repowering of HVAC lines (replacing the standard conductors with HTLS
conductors) have been modelled with the two parameters Bl and Blp. Bl reflects costs that are
proportional to line length, and Blp reflects the costs that are proportional to length and to
power. Other cost components, like a fixed cost offset, have been neglected, as they were
assessed to be significantly smaller in absolute numbers than the two selected parameters.
Figure 5.1a shows the reverse CBA plot for the AC repowering case. The diagonal line with
value 1.0 indicates parameter-pair values where the costs are as high as the benefits. The
upper right triangle covers the region of parameter-pair values where cost exceed benefits,
while the lower left triangle covers the region of parameter-pair values, that are profitable.
The red dot indicates independently estimated cost parameter values for the technology. The
estimation for repowering is considered twice the cost of building a new line with standard
conductors. This estimate might be conservative, and HTLS conductors might drop in prices, if
they are produced at larger quantities. The cost for new lines were taken from references [6,
7]. As this dot is located in the very lower left corner, upgrading the most congested HVAC
overhead lines with HTLS technology conductors appears highly beneficial. We have not
attempted to find more precise cost estimate for AC repowering because the profitability is
unquestioned due to the high benefits and the exact position of the red dot does not affect this
conclusion.

5.1.2 HVDC grid expansion
The costs for HVDC links have been modelled with the two parameters Np and Blp. Np
represents the nodal costs associated with the link endpoints and proportional to the power,
namely the HVDC converter stations. Blp represents the branch costs, that are proportional
with power and length, namely the cost of the HVDC transmission line. This 2-parameter cost
model is a simplified version of the 7-parameter cost model used in the IRPWind project[2, 3],
where the two most dominant parameters were selected.
Figure 5.1b shows the reverse CBA plot for the HVDC case. The red dot indicates that the
estimated cost for building the two HVDC links is more than twice the operational benefit of
the links. Nevertheless, this result is highly dependent on the location of the grid reinforcement
which may not be the optimal one due to the aforementioned issues with the grid data, and
late-stage corrections in the dataset. This final model was, however, used to assess their
benefit, which may have led to the low benefit (in relation to the cost).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.1 Derived break-even investment cost parameter values (contour lines) and independently estimated costs (red dot).
Contour lines indicate annualised investment costs relative to operational savings.

5.1.3 Superconducting HVDC grid expansion
The costs for superconducting HVDC links have been modelled with the same parameters as
used for regular VSC HVDC links: Np and Blp. These two parameters were, due to a lack of
better data, assumed to be identical as regular VSC HVDC.
Regarding Np, this assumption is likely valid, as the cost of a converter station should not really
depend on the type of conductor it is connected to. This is, however, only true as long as VSC
technology is used. CSC technology (classical HVDC) should be able to deliver lower cost for a
converter station, but it is unclear if that would be a realistic option.
Regarding Blp, the cost could differ significantly between superconducting and nonsuperconducting cables. However, it was still the best estimate, due to a lack of better data on
the cost of superconducting power cables.
The calculations (see Figure 5.1c) show that the estimated cost is lower than the benefit,
making it profitable for society to upgrade the power grid with large and strong HVDC links,
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which could be of the superconducting type. However, any conclusions on a comparison
between superconducting and non-superconducting transmission technology are not possible
with the available data. Which technology is better suitable for which application will have to
be answered when cost figures for superconducting technology are available at a later stage.

5.1.4 North Sea HVDC grid expansion
The cost of the offshore grid upgrades was very difficult to model, as the set of upgrades
consists (unlike the other subcases) of different technologies. And a variety of technologies
cannot be captured with two parameters in an accurate way.
Two of the offshore grid upgrades are regular point-to-point HVDC links, just like the ones
treated in the HVDC grid expansion subcase. The only difference is that these utilise submarine
cables, while links in the other subcase are on land and will therefore most likely consist of
subterranean cables and possibly also overhead line. In hindsight, it would have been easier
to represent the investments with a 2-parameter cost model if these point-to-point HVDC links
had been grouped with the other HVDC case (section 5.1.2) However, the cases were defined
before this cost modelling was attempted, and there was no time for a rearrangement of the
subcases.
The other grid upgrades of the offshore subcase were establishing connections between existing
point-to-point HVDC links, turning them into multi-terminal HVDC systems. The cost of such
interconnection of HVDC links cannot be well captured with the parameters Np and Blp, which
were meant for construction of HVDC links, not for interconnection of these.
Figure 5.1d shows the computed costs. The estimated cost (the red dot) is highly uncertain,
but since the benefits are much higher than the costs, it seems safe to conclude that the
offshore grid is beneficial, even considering a wide range of possible costs.

5.2 Estimation of investment cost of the Best Paths technology grid upgrades
The total annual benefit of all the grid upgrades in the Best Paths scenario, including all the
four subcases, was quantified to be 1607.4MEUR/a. As noted previously, this is significantly
less than the sum of the benefits of the subcases because the benefit of a given grid upgrade
(e.g. embedded HVDC links) can significantly shrink due to the presence of other "competing"
grid upgrades (e.g. AC repowering). This means that the Best Paths scenario contains overinvestment, where either of the two options would have been sufficient, while the sum of both
is more than needed.
The total annual cost of all the grid upgrades, however, is simply the sum of the costs for the
different subcases: 1307.7MEUR/a. This is less than the benefits, giving a first indication, that
upgrading the power network with Best Paths technologies is "profitable" for society. The
profitability from the investor-point-of-view has not been assessed in this work package.
These numbers and resulting conclusion have to be treated with care, as both numbers are
highly uncertain.
•

The benefit has been determined using a European power grid model with a number of
limitations as explained in this document and in D13.2. Having better grid data available
might significantly change the results (probably in the direction of higher benefits).

•

The cost has been calculated, based on the available data, which was not always very
profound. Especially in the case of superconductors, which account for most of the total
cost, the technology is still at a too early stage to quantify the real cost.
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•

Losses have been neglected. These can become higher with Best Paths technologies
(e.g. HTLS conductors) or lower (e.g. superconductors). If they increase or decrease in
total has not been investigated and might influence the cost-benefit figures.

5.3 Final remarks
One relevant question regarding the simulation results is to what extent the identified cost
savings are attributable to Best Paths technologies. Other grid upgrades not dependent on Best
Paths technologies would also give cost savings. For example, increased capacity between the
UK and France is not dependent on superconducting cables or a North Sea multi-terminal HVDC
grid. This is a limitation of the scenario approach in WP13. However, comparison with other
technologies that could also potentially and alternatively be used to increase capacity or remove
grid bottlenecks is out of the scope of the present work. It should also be noted, that it was
not possible to include every single one of the technologies of the Best Paths project in the
simulated scenarios.
As noted in section 4.1, we identified several issues with the grid data that we interpreted as
dataset errors. For example, line capacities are almost certainly too high. A big part of the
problem is the anonymised form of the ENTSO-E grid study model, the lack of geographical
information, and the lack of documentation about how the dataset has been created. This
makes it hard to validate, and puts a question mark on how accurately the network model
represents the European electricity grid. Naturally, this uncertainty in the simulation input data
translates into uncertainty regarding the simulation results.
That said, this report has presented a generic approach that can be applied with different
underlying grid models. The experience with the ENTSO-E grid model is useful and will enlighten
future analyses of the European electricity network. Despite the uncertainties surrounding the
input dataset, we managed to evaluate operational savings in in the European system from the
deployment of Best Paths technology and used this in a systematic and scientific way to shed
light on acceptable ranges of investment cost parameters.

5.4 Conclusions
This report has given an assessment of costs and benefits of Best Paths technologies when
scaled up and deployed Europe-wide, from the perspective of European society. The first part
has described cost and benefit implications from a qualitative point of view, with emphasis on
investment costs. The impact of Best Paths technologies can be divided into four main
categories:
Investment options – new technologies make new grid investment options available, such
as HVDC lines with higher capacity (super-conducting HVDC), solutions that avoid strong
public/political opposition (AC repowering), and multivendor compatible HVDC systems.
Market power concentration – multivendor interoperability of HVDC systems is a key factor
for allowing more vendors into the market, allowing less concentration of market power and
better competition, which in turn will give lower investment costs.
Risk – demonstration activities contribute to reducing actual and perceived risks associated
with deployment of new technology and is therefore important to make such investment options
financially viable.
Marginal improvements – some new technology provide improvements such as better
efficiency or increased transmission capacity without major technology shifts being involved.
Since Best Paths technologies are in a pre-commercial stage, reliable numbers for cost
implications are necessarily difficult to estimate.
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The second part of this report dealt with operational benefits due to reductions in system-wide
cost of generation. In general, deployment of Best Paths technologies contributes to a
strengthening of the electricity grid, allowing better utilisation of renewable energy resources
and other cheap generation alternatives, and giving reduced operational costs. Such reduced
costs are a benefit that should in turn translate to a benefit for European citizens.
Numerical simulation with a power grid/market model were conducted to identify these
operational cost savings, and to assess key differences between a base case or business-asusual case without Best Paths technologies, and a Best Paths scenario including the deployment
of Best Paths technologies. The results indicated annual savings of 1607 MEUR/a with the Best
Paths scenario. Alone, this number of course does not say much, as it must be considered
together with the cost of the required extra investments.
This was done in the final part, where operational savings versus investment costs were
considered by computing break-even costs. This was done by starting from the computed
annual cost saving, and some assumptions about the most important cost parameters, to
identify the range of cost parameters that would make the investments beneficial.
Based on these simulation results and best cost estimates, key performance indicators (KPIs)
are derived and reported in the D13.5 report. A cost benefit assessment of a potential HVDC
upgrade in Italy has been performed within Demo 3. Even though there are methodological
similarities, this assessment is independent of the assessment described in this document. The
assessment of the Demo 3 case is reported in Deliverable D5.10.
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